NEED INSPIRED

CHRISTmas Gifts???
There Is Still Time To Bless Someone!
Books
The 14-year, miraculous history of
The Coming King Foundation has
been documented in Max’s book:
The Garden – The Art Of Faith. This
490-page, 8.5” x 11” Illustrated saga
is available in four forms, from $8
to $1,000. The Signed & Numbered
Limited Edition includes an original
pencil Remarque drawing by Max
in the front of the book.

Max and Sherry Greiner
Gallery Gift Shop Opening - October 30, 2021
The Greiners started their fine art business
in the spring of 1978. Max was 26
years-old at the time. The goal of the
couple was to live in the woods, create
meaningful artwork, own an Irish Setter
and have a family one day. God
answered those prayers.

To Max’s surprise, in 1986, the Holy Spirit
told the artist to create artwork that
pointed people to Jesus Christ. Max
disobeyed for two years. Finally, the artist
yielded to God’s unique call on his life.

Today, Greiner’s art is collected in all 50
states and over 85 countries. It can be
found in prestigious collections
worldwide. Millions of people
have viewed his work, which
clearly lifts up Jesus Christ.

Max’s original copyrighted
and trademarked creations,
from the smallest “Christian Butterfly”®
14k gold jewelry to his monumental
sculptures, can be found in homes,
offices, colleges, seminaries
and ministries worldwide.

Thank you for prayerfully
considering Greiner artwork for yourself,
or as a blessing for someone else!

“Fisher of Men”®
Sculptures
Max sculpture of Jesus calling Peter
and Andrew to follow him are cast
in resin, pewter and bronze. They are
available from life-size down to 1/12
life-size. This composition illustrates the
call God has placed on our lives.

Jewelry
Max created his first piece of 14k
gold while in Architecture school
at TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY In 1972.
Today his jewelry primarily depicts two
divinely inspired designs, the “Christian
Butterfly”® and “The Empty Cross”TM
in 14k gold, Sterling silver and
inexpensive 24k gold plated brass.

“Lion of Judah”™
Sculptures
The lion is the symbol of Israel, King
David and the Jewish Messiah,
Yeshua, Jesus. The Greiners donated
the #1 life-size bronze sculpture to
ISRAEL in May of 2020, with the help
of their friends, as a gift of love from
American Christians.

Medallions
Max has created seven beautiful
Medallions, 2.75” in diameter,
depicting his major God-Inspired
compositions. These heavy
Medallions are cast in bronze
and pewter. They are gift boxed
with a testimony card and include
a metal base.

“Divine Servant”®
Sculptures
Max’s very first spiritual composition
depicts Jesus washing the feet of Peter,
on the night before His crucifixion.
This sculpture has been owned by
presidents, popes, generals, governors,
senators and celebrities.

“The Empty Cross”™
Sculptures

Max is best known for his historically
unique, open Resurrection cross. The
largest example of which can be
experienced at The Coming King
Sculpture Prayer Garden on IH-10 in
Kerrville, TX. This symbolic sculpture
has been made in many sizes out
of gold, silver, bronze, Cor-ten steel,
brass, pewter, resin and wood.

Call, Order Online or Shop at the GALLERY GIFT SHOP!
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